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Task-Oriented Architectures

Invited Paper

A6ssmrct-Recent advances in system design provide increasing opportunities for rapid experimentation with task-oriented architectures, is.,
architectures designed to perform extremely well for a given applicathat,
tion. Roblems encounteredin one suchexperimentindicate
contnry to initial expectations, only a small fraction of the effort is
required for hardware development. Most of the effort was devoted to
algorithm
analysis
and
restructuring,
architecture
design, systems
programming,softwareandhardwaredebugging,andperformance
analysis. This paper presents a case study in taskdented architecture,
using the Hnrpy connected speech recognition system as the problem
domain. This study highlights the limitations of current methods and
presents a number of tools and techniques that are useful for experimentation with task-oriented architectures.

I. INTRODUCTION

T

HE FACTORY O F THE FUTURE is a concept of an
essentially peopleless, paperless organization capable of
producing a wide variety of parts on demand with minimal
in-process
inventory.
The
concept
entails
intelligent
capabilitiesthatexceedcurrentcomputersystems.Such
a
system will requirethecapabilitiesformonitoring
a large
number (103-106) of sensors, distributed fail-soft operation,
self-diagnosis and
self-correction,
dyanmic
planning
and
scheduling, and self-simulation t o answer "what-if'' questions.
Since each of thesetasks is computation-intensive,together
they can pr.ove t o beexpensive and uneconomical. One way
to reduce the excessivecost is t o developcustomcomputer
architecturesthatareengineered
to performspecifictask
efficiently.
Speech recognition, speech synthesis, and image
processing
tasksareexamples
of sensor-interpretationproblemsthat
requirethedevelopment
of special-purposeprocessors.The
typicalFactory of theFuture will havealargenumber
of
image and sound sensors requiring analysis and interpretation.
Today's connected speech recognition systems use l o 7 t o l o 9
operations to interpret a second of speech, depending on the
vocabulary size, complexity of the language, and the nature
of the algorithm. Image understanding systems with substantiallyhigherdataratesrequire
l o 7 t o 10" operations t o
process and interpret images. The smaller numbers are typical
of simple robotics applications, while a number of operations
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in the order of 10" is needed for real-time analysis of multispectral satellite imagery.
As the possibility for rapid experimentation with newdesign
increases, solutions based on improving the relation between
algorithmsandarchitectures(we
call thesesolutionstaskoriented architectures), will become attractive alternatives for
sensor-intensiveproblemsinroboticsandforcomputationintensive tasks in speech and imageprocessing. However, taskorientedarchitectures raisea number of issues: Howmuch
computing power is required? How much memory isrequired?
What is the optimal architecture and system organization?
Is
it fail-soft? What type of software is available? How is it programmed?How
is it debugged?Howisitevaluated?This
paper presents a case study intask-oriented architecture (Harpy
machine) using the Harpy connected speech recognition
system as theproblemdomainand
discusses tools,techniques,
andmethodologiesthatareusefulforthedevelopment
of
custom computer architectures.
Any approach to task-oriented architectures must consider
a number of external factors that might affect the overall system,such as cost,time,andarchitecturalinnovation.The
following may be considered as guiding considerations for the
development of effective task-oriented architectures.
Throwaway hardware: It is common practice t o view hardware design as aone-timeactivityresultinginasemipermanentproduct.
In contrast,itisnotuncommonin
software design t o discardaprogramwhichhas
taken
several man-months of effort and start over again. Custom
design is more like software design rather than hardware
design. Therefore, rapid prototyping with a willingness t o
discard the resulting hardware is an important attribute for
realization of a successful custom design.
Time and cost per iteration: If a proposed custom architecture project requires hundreds of man-years of effort as in
the case ofgeneral-purposesystems,thentheresulting
product is likely t o be uneconomical unless the volumes
involved are large. For custom architectures, it is essential
to plan, develop, and adapt existing toolsso that the entire
projecttakesnomorethan
a fewman-years of effort.
Developing thetoolsmayrequiremuchgreatereffortespecially tools for producing software such as operating
systems, run-time environments, and diagnostic aids-and
should be viewed as an independent activity.
Not a solution in search of a problem: Usually, in generalpurpose parallel systems research one attempts to map a
problem solution onto some predefined
parallel architecture. For tailored architectures, it is essential to start with
the problem and then attempt to
discover what type of
architecture is most appropriate.
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In the Harpy machine, allof these considerations affected
the final solution,andtheresultingarchitecturehadmany
novel features not usually present in conventional systems.

the intuition of the designerbecomes the only guideunless
some proper methodology has been established. The search of
the algorithm-behavior space by rewriting the algorithm using
appropriate tools is one correct way t o guide the designer in
11. ALGORITHMANALYSISAND RESTRUCTURING
devising a good algorithm-architecture compatibility.
In this section we presentatwo-step analysis and restrucThe first step in the design of a task-oriented system is t o
turing methodology we have found to be useful. First, inforevaluate thecriticalparameters
of the algorithms thatthe
system has to execute: What is the total computational effort? mation is extracted from one of the available implementations
How much memory is required? Although the answerst o such of the algorithm and is used as input to an iterative process
questions require a detailed evaluation of an algorithm, whatis thatexpIoresthearchitecturalandalgorithmicalternatives.
Second, the algorithm is restructuredtoevaluateitsperforneeded is not always the traditional analysis of algorithms “a
mance
under different architectural solutions. We will demonla Knuth” [ 111, [9] or the usual measurement of the execustratehowthismethodoIogycan
beappliedbyusing
the
tion time of different parts of the algorithm
[ 61, [ 7 1 . The
Harpy system asa case study.
former does not easily take into account the characteristicsof
Inthedomain
of speechrecognition, signalprocessing is
thecomputerarchitecturethatexecutesthealgorithm.The
often
a
significant
part of the computation. However, as the
latter generates information that is dependent on the architecsize of the vocabularyandthecomplexityofthe
language
ture and implementation of the machine on which the algorithm
is run. Since the process of task-oriented design implies chang- increases, signal processing problemsdiminishandthekey
ing andreorganizing
thealgorithm, asimpleanalysis
and computational issue shifts to comparing thegiven utterance to
theextremely large numberofutterancespermittedbythe
measurement of theoriginalalgorithmdoesnotyieldthe
language. For example, the 1000-word vocabulary and highly
desired attributes. What is needed is an invariant (implemenrestrictive syntax of the Harpy system
[ 1 3 J permitted over
tation- and architecture-independent) characterization of the
10
billion
alternative
utterances.
Thus
the
problem
forconbasic computation that is detailed enough t o guide the evaluanected
speech
recognition
is
not
signal
processing
but intellition of alternativearchitecturesandimplementations,From
gent search, i.e., howt o eliminate unpromising utterances from
now on wewilI use the term “architecture” ina broad sense to
consideration so thatonly
afewalternativesneed
t o be
indicate both the architecture and the implementation.
examined
in
detail.
The problem with most evaluation techniques is that they do
The Harpy system relies on a graph search to establish an
not clearly specify the interactions between an algorithm and
is
its implementation ona given architecture. This happens either optimalpaththroughthecandidatedata.Thisprocedure
usuallyreferred to as beam search.Thegraphembodies
the
because the evaluation is too abstract, e.g., pencil and paper
language.Given
analysis, or because it relies too heavily on a given implemen- syntacticandvocabularyconstraintsofthe
an unknown utterance, Harpy segments the signal and assigns
tation. For example, a programmer who has implemented an
probabilistic labels. The sequence of labeled segments is comalgorithm on a given machine with a given language might have
a distorted idea of how the algorithm would behave on another paredagainst each of the alternative paths in the graph that
represent acceptable phoneme sequences in the target
language.
machinewithanotherlanguage:Theprogrammermightnot
be aware of the relationship between algorithm, compiler and, At each stage of the comparative process, the Harpy algorithm
say,number of registersavailable inthecentral
processing examines each promising (i.e., remaining) candidate, accesses
unit.Knowinghowmany
registers areneeded t o optimally potential successor information from the syntactic and vocabularyconstraints,compareseach
successor to theunknown
execute a given algorithm might be exactly what is required,
signal, rank orders the resulting candidates, eliminates the
least
and a good analysis technique should make this information
promising, and repeats the process until
a match is achieved.
evident.
TheHarpyalgorithm
is discussed indetailbyLowerreand
The designer of task-oriented architectures is not interested
Reddy
[ 131. We shallpresentafragmentofthisalgorithm
in general information (e.g., how many millionsof floatingpoint operations per second can be executed), but in the inter- later in this section.
action between a specific algorithm and a specific architecture.
A . The Algorithm Evaluation: Data Collection
In this context, algorithmanalysis can be described as a guided
The first step of the analysis procedure is t o collect informasearch of an algorithm-behavior space, by which we mean the
tion
regardingthedynamicbehaviorofthealgorithm.This
set of all possible performance data points regarding the
befrehavior of a given algorthm when executed bya family of archi- stepneeds t o beperformedonlyonce.Themethodof
quency counts, as suggested by Knuth in[ 12 1 , is a convenient
tectures. Viewing the analysis processas a searchin thebehavior
way toextractinformationconcerningthebehavior
of a
space helps to limit the number of experiments, because the
instrumenting the programby
program.Thismethodentails
informationcollectedduring
analysis directs the designer t o
inserting counters at appropriate program locations to deterexpand the search in certain directions rather than others.
mine thenumber of timeseachstatement is executed.For
The performance of a given algorithmmustbeconsidered
example,
checkpoints or software probes can be inserted at
in the context of the model used to compute it [ 161, which
all conditionalbranches in aprogram.Theeffectofcheckmeans that an algorithm that is optimal with a given model
points is t o increment a counter by oneevery time theprogram
may not be optimal with
a different model. When designing
SMF
takes
a certainpath.Softwaremeasurementtoolslike
a task-oriented architecture, one can adopt the model-algorithm
[ 151, SIPE [ 4 ] , UNIX profile, Informer [6], or SMT[8] can
pair that best suits the problem and then build an architecture
instrument aprogramwithlittle
user effort.’ We did not
that closely resembles that model. Therefore, there is a greater
have
a
software
measurement
tool
as
sophisticated as Informer,
degree of freedom than in conventional systemdesign because
both the algorithm and the architecture can be varied. Properly
‘See [7,example 2.5, p. 541.
matching these two components is a difficult process in which
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/*

struct(

char
next:
char r e x d u r :
char
mindur:
char
phnof;
chartranscnt;
} graphnode[16620];

*/

./

pointer
into
"next
nodes
list"
*I

I * duration
rax
I * duration
min

/.

associated phon*I
/ * transitioncounttothefinalnodo

-

/* for every segment but the first
i f (segment > 1)
{
duration
graphnode[index].mindur
froalength:

-

i f (duration

nodeprob

1

-

*I

*/

I * minduration i s stored in the item mindur
of the element identified by index .I
I * we havealreadybeeninthisnode
*I

> 0)

nodeprob + tprob

duration; / * compute likelihood * /

(a)
_______________-___-____________________-------------------------------

--

i f (segment > 1)
{
block6
block6 t I:

-

duration
graphnode[index].mindur
fromlenpth:
i f (duration > 0)
block6- block6 + 1:
nodeprob
nodeprob + (tprob
duration):

-

i f (segment
{ <block6>

>

-

1)

-

netlromnode
fromlength:
duration
i f (duration > 0)
{ <blockW
nodeprob
nodeprob + tprob
duration:
} <block6>
} <block6>

.

i f (segment

<

<block6>
duration

>

-

1)

c o n t e n t o f l o r a ~ h n o d eI + (index I* o r a o h n o d e s i z e ~ I + c a i n d u r l
fromlength:
i f (duration > 0)
( <blOCk6>
nodeprob + tprob
duretion:
nodeprob
} <block6>
} <block6>

-

.

(dl

Fig. 1 . Examples o f program rewriting.(a)

Original program. (b)Instrumented program t o generatefrequencycounts.(c)Modified
nonexecutable program, the implementation o f graph access is hidden
by rewriting graphnode[index].mindur as netfromnode.(d) Modified nonexecutable program, the operation of calculating the address
of data in the graph when compared with other operationsis emphasized;graphnode[index]mindur is rewritten using newoperators
(e.g., # + that has the meaning of sumof addresses).

so it took a little longer to modify a UNIX utility program*
structures that connect the nodes to form a network are not
into a system that would insert statements, such asblocknum- shown). For example, following the C language syntax, graphber = bocknumber + 1 , at every branch of the program. Dif- node[index].mindur represents the minimum expected duraferent runs of the instrumented program show if the program tion of the speech signal represented by graphnode index.
behaves differently with different input data and specify the
Counters are added at the beginning of each block, and each
parts that are more influenced. The frequency counts
so ob- block is assigned a label. The two blocks in the example are
tained are independent of the architecture and implementation.called bZock5 and bZock6. Themodificationofthe
original
However, frequency counts are not independent
of the algo- program is shown in Fig. l(b). The execution of the instrurithm used and can be used t o evaluate architectural alternatives mented program generates a set of numbers that indicate how
for a given algorithm.
manytimesablockhasbeenexecuted(frequencycounts).
Frequency counts are computed for different
cases t o check
Fig. l(a) shows the implementation of a small part of the
Harpy algorithm written in C language. This fragment belongs their dependency on input data.
to the search inner loop and computes the likelihood that the
correct path goes through a given node of the Harpy network. B. The Algorithm Evaluation: Algorithm Rewriting
Each node in the network is represented by one element
of
The task of the
designer is to investigate the changes that
thestructure called graphnode. Eachelementcontains
five could be made to thealgorithm to improve its performanceon
itemsthatdefinethecharacteristicofthenode(thedata
some new architecture. This task requires a good understanding of the drawbacks of the existing implementation and the
capability t o evaluate the impact that differentreorganizations
of control and data would have on performance. For example,
'This utility program, called Indent, neatly formats C language proone might want to evaluate the impact of implementing cergrams according to the language's syntax.
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TABLE I
tain operations on a given data structure by means of specialSOMERESULTSOF THE EVALUATION
OF THE HARPY SEARCH
ized hardware. This means that certain operations would have
to be taken out of the code (because the operation
has migrated
numhcrof'arilhtnelic opcralions:
rn lo6 (5% orlolat)
into the specialized hardware), others would have to be modinunibcr or comparisons:
1 3 IOh (108 of tolal)
fied (because the data structure is accessed in a different way),
and others wouldhave to be added (because the
specialized
numbcr oracccrsa 10 dam othcr than nctwork:
4 0 lo6 (43%)
hardware and the processor must exchange data). This modification entails much more than
weighing the data collected
numbcr dacccsscs 10 thc nclwork data struclurc:
k 2 * 106(57%)
diridcd i n BCCCSSM for addrcss calculation:
38* O
I (73% of 57%)
from the execution
of the program, since the effect of the
and acccscs Tor Informallon rcmcval:
I 4 * IOh(27% of 578)
modification cannot be estimated independently of all the rest
of the code.
The technique that we used lets the designer automatically
evaluate the impact of algorithm implementation. Initially, all evaluation of the searchalgorithm.FromTableIwe
can
the code that does not strictly represent the
behavior of the derive that:
Arithmetic operations, especially multiplications, constitute
algorithm, such as debugging code and declarations, is deleted.
a small part o f all operations ( 5 percent). No special arithThe goal is to obtain a description that is as much as possible
metic capability appears to be essential.
representative of the algorithm's behavior, although still lanThe number o f comparisons (e.g.,i f statements) issmall comguage andimplementationdependent.Suchadescription
pared to the numberof other operations(1 0 percent).
contains operators and data structures that are typical
of the
Most of the time is spent accessing large and complex data
language that is being used and an organization that is convenient for the machine for
which the algorithmwas implemented.
structures. 57 percent of the memory accesses store or reThis code can be analyzed as it is to extract the information
trieve information in the data structures that describe the
network, i.e., 5.2/(5.2 + 4.0). Of all memory accesses to the
relative to the current implementation, or modified to evaluate
alternative implementations.
network, 73 percent are address calculations,i.e., 3.8/5.2.
From these observations we can derive the following.
The analysisconsists of,first, inspecting theprogramto
Thetimespent
to packandunpacktheinformationconcount, for each block, the number of times operations are pertainedinthenetworkdatastructure
is significant.It is
formed and data accessed and, second, multiplying this infornecessary to either avoid packing or to speed up the operamation by the frequency counts. The
analysis of the Harpy
tion by means of some hardware implementation.
algorithm was performed automatically by a program (Handy)
Some of thedatastructurescreatedduringthesearchare
that computes the number of times each operation is executed
managed using a hashing algorithm that saves space but reand each variable is accessed and reports these values in tabular
quiresconsiderablecomputation.
These datastructures
form. Handy is asimple program anddoeslittlemorethan
can be changed to use a simpler access algorithm requiring
relieve the designer of an error-prone process of normal data
less computation.
tabulation.
Both these characteristics resulted mainly because
the first
Fig. 1(c) and (d) are two examplesof how the same program
few implementations were constrained by the limited addressfragment can be rewritten. The modifications are underlined.
The program in Fig. 1 (c)is used to distinguish between memory ing capability of the machines used. In rearranging the network
accesses to thegraph (rewritten as netfromnode ...)and memory access algorithm, we observed that the same access pattern to
the network could be obtained with a simpler algorithm. Alaccesses to other variables. Knowing the number of times the
though the algorithm had
beeninvestigatedin
depthearlier,
variable netfromnode is accessed is useful for evaluating the
this
characteristic
had
gone
unnoticed.
The
rearranged
algoimpact of implementing the graph access by means of specialrithm was retrofitted to the original system and improved its
ized hardware rather than by software.
performanceconsiderably.Thisisanadditionalbenefit
of
The modified program in
Fig. l(d) is an attempt to undergiven application:
stand the effect of the operation of calculating the address of exploring task-oriented architectures for a
Even if one decides not to build a task-oriented architecture,
data in the graph when compared with other operations. To
thispurpose,theoperationsrequiredtogetanitem
of the the original system itself may emerge considerably improved
structure graphnode are explicitly indicated by using the newly because of a deeper understanding of the computational comdefinedoperators: #+ means sum of addresses, # * means plexity of the algorithm.
product of addresses, andcontentof, whose meaning is obvious.
D. Summary
Theconstants graphnodesize and cmindur are,respectively,
the size of an element and the offset of the item mindur in an
Thetwo-step process fortheiterativeexamination
of the
element.
algorithm-behavior space can be used in the evaluation of diffNew arbitrarily complex operators can be envisioned or the
erent algorithm structures. There are four characteristics that
implementation of a data type can be completely changed. It
make this approach appropriate for task-oriented architectures:
is the designer'sresponsibility to emphasize theinteresting
1) The granularity and the kind o f information contained in
operations and to hide what is not relevant. Thus the designer theresults can bestrictlycontrolled
by the designer.It
is
can get a coarse evaluation of the impact that certain architec- possible to gatherexactlytheinformationrequiredandto
tural features will have on the performance.
implement increasingly refined experiments until all the interestingaspects
of the algorithm-behaviorspacehavebeen
C. The Evaluation o f Alternatives: Algorithm Restructuring
investigated.
2) Unlike conventional analysis of the structure of the algoThe process of algorithmrestructuring was used forthe
rithm, this proceduretakes into account the dynamic behavior.
Harpy system and Table I shows some of the results of the
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stage of the pipe calls for an efficient sharing of data within
clusters, while the overall structure calls for data sharing betweennonadjacentstagesofthepipe.Therefore,
aparallelpipeline structure with global memories (Fig. 2(b)) was used.
Thisisstillarather
general schemethatencompassesmany
different structures. For example, the data within a pipe stage
orbetween stages couldbesharedinmanydifferentways.
The decision about how to implement such a sharing has t o be
based on the evaluation of each stage of the pipe, and can be
differentforeachstage.
In thissection, we will presenta
design and implementation of oneof the pipe stages.
B. The Design o f the Search Stage
Thefollowingitemssummarizewhatcouldbeextracted
from the evaluation of the algorithm-behaviorspace for the
search stage of the pipe:
The behavior of the algorithm
is dependent on input data.
(b)
For example, because of the particular search technique
Fig. 2 . Architecturalalternatives
forthe Harpy system. (a)Parallel
pipeline. (b) Parallel pipeline with global memories.
implemented (beam search), the number of transitions that
are generated by expanding a given state can vary widely
from state to state and from input utterance to input ut3) This technique is quick to use, because program rewritterance. Moreover,alarge amount of datahas t o be acing is a mechanical job, once the designer has decided which
cessed in a way that is not predictable in advance.
modifications are necessary. The effort required t o implement
Thesearchprocesscanbeperformedin
parallel on many
the analysisprogram is small,andthecomputationtimeis
nodes since the evaluation of a node is only dependent on
neghgible. If more time were necessary, the designer would be
the result of the evaluation of nodes directly proceeding it.
discouraged from using the analysis tools and tempted to use
Somecomplexdata
access operationsmustbe
indivisible.
intuition instead.
The algorithm requires operations that temporarily
invali4) As a side effect, rewriting the algorithm for implementing
date the correctness of the data structure operated upon.
an experiment forces the designer to examine each part o f the
Thus if more than one processor is used, the architecture
algorithm and to understand it fully. In this case, the algorithm
mustprovideanefficientmechanism
to enforce the corevaluationprocessled
totheimprovement
of the original
rect sequence of accesses.
system.
The data structures are rather complicated, and their
asso111. ARCHITECTURE
DESIGN
ciated access functions are time consuming.
If more than one processoris used, the synchronizationoverInthissection
we consider theproblem of algorithm-tohead and delay become crucial and the load must be shared
architecture mapping. Given the results of algorithm analysis,
dynamically t o achieve task and input independence.
there are any number of ways
of designing the architecture.
Since the search task exhibits some “natural” parallelism, we
The global parameters are known t o t h efirst order of approxibe partimation: number of operations per second, amount of data to investigated the ways in which the algorithm could
tioned among multiple processors. The following factors were
be stored, and approximate program size. If the task can be
performedon asinglegeneral-purposemicroprocessor,
then found to beof primary importance:
there is n o need for a tailored architecture. If it can be implesynchronization overhead should be kept t o a minimum;
mented on a single custom processor, then there is no need to
synchronization delays should be avoided as much as possible;
considerparallel
architectures. In our case, both a custom
the load
should
be
dynamically
partitioned
between
processor and a parallel architecture were required.
processors;
thesolutionshouldbe
independent o f the languageand
A . The Task
vocabulary used in the recognition.
The analysis of the previous implementations of Harpy shows
that the system can
be modeledby apipelinewith a strong The importance of minimizing the synchronization overhead,
Le., the time the system components spend to synchronize a
imbalance of computation requirements at each stage of the
given operation, was made evident by the performance evaluapipe and the need to share alarge amount of data between
tion of two previous implementations of the search algorithm
stages. The analysis of separate stages of the pipe shows that
on two multiprocessors. C m m p and Cm* [ 141, [ 171, [ 101.
the amount of computation required varies widely from stage
to stage and that the computation performed at various stages In both cases, the network had to be partitioned among different memory modules because of architectural constraints.
is of a different kind. For example, the signal processing part
necessary t o reinvolves mostly arithmetic operations and indexing, while the ForC.mmp,thesynchronizationoverhead
search part relies on complex data access operations not readily shuffle the processor-memory interconnections t o accommodate algorithm fluctuations was one factor thatlimited perforavailable in conventionalarchitectures.Pipestagescanbe
mance.ForCm*,thetimepenaltyin
accessingnonlocal
modeled
by
clusters
of heterogeneous
processor-memory
sections of thenetwork was thebottleneck.Infact,the
(PM) pairs operating in parallel (Fig. 2(a)).
implementation of Harpyhadtheworstratiobetweenlocal
The nature of some
of the subtasks implemented by each
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Fig. 3.

Architecture of the Harpy machine.

andnonlocalmemoryreferencesamong
all thebenchmark
the task requires substantial transfer of data between atomic
algorithms tested during the initial evaluation
of Cm* [ 171, computations. Beam searchbehaves well withthiskindof
[ I O ] . Thealgorithm-behavior analysisconfirmed the C.mmp
restructuring, because each path can be expanded in
parallel
and Cm* measurements. It was, therefore, necessary t o design
with minimum information sharing.
the architecture such that the synchronization overhead would Finally, the desire for the solution t o be independent of the
be minimized.
sizeof the task(e.g., number of words,complexityofthe
Moreover, a simple simulation experiment and data by Oleigrammar), fail-soft, and independent
of the number of pronick [ 14 J showed that even with a negligible synchronization
cessors available at any given time required a partition of the
overhead the utilization of the processors would be much less
algorithm to takeadvantageof allavailableprocessors.This
than100percent
unless thesynchronizationdelay, i.e., the
led to a structure in which the producer-consumer queues are
time spent waiting for other processors
to terminate a given
in global memoryso that a processor can performa new atomic
step, was minimized. Minimizing synchronization delays often
computation as soon as it completes the previous one. This
resultsinincreasingthesynchronizationoverhead.Thesimmakes the partition task independent and eliminates the need
plest way t o minimize synchronization delay is to reduce the
to prepartition the task. However, such a partition can potengranularity, Le., t o divide the algorithm into many small steps,
tially introduce a new bottleneck, memory contention, and it
which usually implies greater synchronization overhead. In the is viable only if the architecture makes it very inexpensive for
Harpy machine, unlike most general-purpose multiprocessors,
processors t o access global memory.
the synchronization overhead can be kept as low as the time
it
A possible solutionthat satisfies theseneeds is shownin
takes toaccess one memory location. Thus the synchronization Fig. 3 : a set of microprocessors (five in
the implementation)
does not offset the benefit
of small granularity.
shares a fast, intelligent global memory. Processor requests are
directed to the memory processor, called Data Structure MaThethirdrequirement,i.e.,that
the load be dynamically
chine(DSM), that translates them into real addresses in the
partitioned, resultedfromtheinput-dependentbehaviorof
shared memory. The central position of theDSM in thecluster
thesearchalgorithm.Inputdependentbehaviormeansone
allows it to perform other critical tasks such as synchronization
cannot predict from a single run of the program how the algoand load sharing. The DSM is not only necessary t o achieve an
rithm will behave in another run. For example, in thecase of
efficient parallel implementation of the search, italso substanbeamsearch in which nodes are expanded and pruned, it
is
tially improves the performance of each search processor.
As
not possible t o statically assign a set of nodes t o a processor
shown inTable I, 57 percentof the total memoryaccesses deal
andletithandle
all the successors.Thepruningprocedure
with the network data structures. The
DSM can be designed
might later decide t o discard all the nodes assigned t o a given
to perform these accesses in a fraction of the time required o n
processor,leaving itidle while the other processorshave t o
a general purpose processor.
An implementation of the DSM
deal with an increasing number
of nodes. One solution is to
is described in Subsection IV-B.
divide the algorithm into small steps and let the first available
processorpick upthefirst availabletask in the “producerC. Summary
consumer”queues.Thissolutionisparticularlysuitablefor
A systematic approach to algorithm-to-architecture mapping
beam search, but it might not be as effective when applied t o
is essential for a successful implementation of a task-oriented
other problems. In particular, this approach
will not work if
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for debugging or maintenance. Algorithm analysis-of the kind
described in Section 11-indicated that five processors can run
the current Harpy tasks in real time. The
Digital Equipment
Corporation LSI-11 was chosen as the search processor because
of earlier experienceandthe availabilityof software.Each
LSI-11 processor has a local memory of
8K 16-bit words and
a custom module called port that interconnects it to theDSM.
Theportcheckstheaddressesgeneratedbythe
processor
IV. HARDWAREDEVELOPMENT
against two programmableaddresslimits.
If anaddress is
located in the “window” identified by the two limits, the port
Unlike thedevelopment of general-purposesystemshardstores the address (and the data in
case of a write operation)
ware,task-orientedcomputersprovide
a uniqueadvantage:
generated
by
the
processor,
freezes
the
processor in the middle
Theapplicationsoftware is alreadyimplemented,debugged,
of the cycle, and notifies theDSM. The DSM accesses the port,
andrunningonsomegeneral-purposesystem,albeitslowly
retrieves the address, performs the operation associated with
and possibly a t great cost. If one can modularize and fit this
that address, and releases the processor after returning a value
software to the structure of the target system, then the hardif
the processormadeareadoperation.(Portrequestsare
ware/software development process can be greatly simplified.
served by the DSM with a priority/round robin policy, which
preventsstarvation.)The
DSM shouldnotbeconfusedwith
A . The Strategy of Interchangeable Hardware-Software
conventional
memory
mapping
hardware. Although the
DSM
Modules
operations are triggered by reading or writing at a predefined
The Harpy system, as it has been implemented on a generallocation in the processor address space, a DSM operation can
purpose computer, is a complete system that accepts analog
be arbitrarily complicated and involve more than one memory
data from a microphone and generates an answer ona display.
cell or, possibly, none.
It is crucialthatthewholesystembeimplemented,rather
Fig. 4 shows the data paths of the
DSM. The DSM was implethan only parts of it; this is true for both the initial concept
mented using bit slice bipolar technology (AMD 2903/2910)
demonstrationandforsubsequentimplementations.Onthe
alongwithstandard
LSI-11 memorycards.It
is possible in
other hand, there might
be partsofthesystemthatdonot
one
microcycle
(1
50/200
ns)
to
read
a
word
from
the input
warrant the effort of building them in hardware ina prototype
port,
operate
on
it,
and
write
it
into
the
shared
memory
input
because the solution is straightforward and the performance
register. In addition to the 16 internal
registersof the AMD
predictable. In the Harpy system, this
was the case with the
2903, the DSM has 1K by 16 bitof high-speed register memory,
signalprocessing partthatrequiredfastarithmeticthat
has
which
is used to store some of the information necessary for
already been extensively investigated.
addressing
(e.g.,pointers,counters).The
DSM is controlled
Beforeproceedingwiththehardwareimplementation,the
by
a
long
microword
(80
bits)
that
allows
the
use of almost
behavior of the hardware components was described at a high
level and the interfaces programmed in detail so that the data all thedatapathsin parallel.
Debugging andmaintenanceareperformedby
using the
flowing between modules and their format remained the same
communication
paths
indicated
by
the
dotted
lines
in Fig. 3.
whether the module was executed in software or in hardware.
Serial
lines
connect
one
of
the
processors
t
o
a
general-purpose
Since the basic algorithms were already correct, only
a short
time was needed t o debug and test the modular decomposition.host processor (PDP-11/40) and to the other four processors.
The rationale for these interconnections
will be explained in
Thesystemremainedoperationalthroughthedevelopment
Section
V.
In
addition,
a
special
interface
(hooks)connects
stage: As they became ready, hardware modules were substione
of
the
processors
with
the
DSM
and
allows
thereading
tuted for software modules. This
was in contrast to conventional approaches used for small systems that attempt to debugandwriting of most of the registers, memory,andcontrol
most of the components at the same time. Although the sys- memory.Moreover,the“hooks”interfacecontrolsstarting,
stopping, single step, and many other debugging modes. The
tem was substantiallyslowerwhensome
of thehardware
“hooks”implementation was patternedon asimilardevice
modules were emulated in software, its degraded behavior did
designed for Cm* [ 171.
not affect the debugging process.

architecture. Since a general-purpose system is designed t o r u n
a wide variety of programs, a wrong decision
in selecting or
omittinganarchitecturalfeaturedoesnotdrasticallyimpair
the performance of the system. This
is not true in
task-oriented
systems. In the caseof Harpymachine,thecomputational
requirements led t o a parallel-pipeline architecture with intelligent global memories.

-

This approach was also useful t o ease the microprogramming
of the DSM: The behavior of the machine was first described
and tested as a software process written in C language, then
translatedintomicrocode,effectivelyreducingtherequired
effort.
Such strategies are important for thesuccess of task-oriented
computerarchitectures. When bothnewhardwareandnew
software are tested at the same time, substantial effort
is wasted
to locate an error. The hardware/software migration strategy
allowsanalmostcomplete
debugging of thesoftwareon
general-purpose hardware, and then the debugging of the hardwareinthefinalenvironmentwithcontinuouslyworking
software.
B. The Hardware Development o f the Harpy Machine
Fig. 3 shows the architecture of the Harpy machine systemthe dashed lines represent connections and modules used only

C, Implementation of the Search on the Architecture
Each LSI-11 processor executes the same algorithm on data
that the DSM sends to it and returns the results t o t h e DSM.
The following is a simplified description of the algorithm executed by each processor:
1) retrieveanode pairand all thenecessaryinformationfromthe
Data Structure Machine;
2) compute the score;
3) compare it with the previous best score;
4) if the new Score is better, update the “best score”variable;
5) compute the “threshold”;
6) if the score is not within the threshold then go to l), else return
the pair and the associated score to the Data Structure Machine;
7) go to 1).

The DSM assigns the first available pair of nodes t o t h e first
processor that requests it. In this way all processors are kept
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The issue of aproperprogrammingenvironment
has been
consideredonlyinthecontext
of relativelylargeprojects.
Smallprojectsareusuallybased
onthe premise thatafew
simple tools (e.g., a crossassembler) give completecontrol
andadequatesupportinthedevelopment
of asystem. Unfortunately,aprogrammingenvironment
is requirednot as
a function of the size of a project but of its complexity.
A suitableprogrammingenvironment
isessential forthe
development of task-orientedarchitectures.
Onereason
is
the tight hardware/software dependency. When implementing
anapplicationpackage
ona general-purposemachine,the
problemsareentirelysoftwarerelated.
On atask-oriented
architecture,thesituation
is morecomplex.The
goal of
tailoring thehardwareandsoftwarestructuretoperforma
specific task leads to strong interdependencies between hardware structure and softwaredesign. Any improvement through
algorithm analysis is directly reflected in the hardware structure and, conversely, hardware modifications, such as a different interconnection structure, may change the decomposition
of the application software.
Another cause of complexity is the requirement for low-level
system software. Since the software has to run on bare hardware,atailoredoperatingsystem
has to be built to provide
run-timesupport. This operatingsystem need only be rudimentary (i.e., a kernel operating system)because of the specializedapplication.However,the
design of akerneloperating
D.Summary
system is not straightforward. Tailoring the architecture
to a
specifictaskmeans
thattheresultingarchitecture
will be
Thestrategy of gradualmigration of componentsfroma
rather unique, and it
will be hard to find existing operating
simulator on the host to the target system is useful for hardware debugging in that it allows one component t o be intro- systemsthat can be adapted easily to suit the requirements
duced into the prototype at a time. In the initial architecture of the system.
Themultiprocessorenvironmentimposesafurther
degree
definition,oftenonetendstoomitmany
of thehardware
of complexityonthesoftwaredevelopment
process. The
featuresneededforcontroland
debugging. Withoutcareful
attention to these details, subsequent
debuggingcan become application software has to be distributed, and the operating
sytem kernel has to provide for interprocessor communication.
moredifficultthan
necessary. The DSM isnovel inthata
An additional problem ariseswhendebugging the system. A
microprogrammable engineisused
toimplementanintelligent memory incorporating complex accessing and synchroni- heterogeneous system with a number of specialized functional
unitsrequiresadiverseset
of nonconventional debugging
zation functions.
functions.
V. SOFTWARE
DEVELOPMENT
The components of a programming environment include:
The availability of proper hardware building blocks plays an
Language support. Different languages have to be supported,
importantroleintherealization
of task-orientedcomputer
Mostof the software is written in a high-levellanguage.
architectures. Apparently, the concept
of hardware modularAlso, special language features are needed for the specialization has no equivalencein thesoftwarearea.
We cannot
izedhardware.
In the case of theHarpymachine,the
easily assembly operating systems for multiprocessor systems
language support included C language and assembly code
out of commonly available software modules, nor customize
forthe LSI-11 microprocessorandacustomizedmicrothe behavior of a specific software function by collecting offassembler forthedatastructuremachine.
In addition,
theshelfsoftwaremodules.
This sectiondescribestheprobfacilities for separate compilation and linking/loading are
lems of software development for task-oriented architectures,
needed.
gives an overview of the approach taken for the Harpy machine Operating
system
kernel
for
task-oriented
architectures
project,andoutlinessome
possible improvementsforthe
mustincludeprotocolsforinter-processorcommunicafuture.
tions, device drivers and interrupt handlers, and a run-time
system for accessing peripherals and for handling run-time
A . Programming Environment
exceptions.
The role of a programming environment is to support a full
Control. Therun-timeenvironmentandtheoperating
sysrange of software development tasks, including language suptem must include features for loading and starting
single
port, operating system support,device control, debugging, and
components
(e.g.,
processors/memories)
or
the
whole
application program development. The
design and implemensystem. In addition, one has to be able to start and stop
tation of all these tools can often take hundreds of man-years
selected parts of the system during debugging.
of effortforageneral-purposesystem.
In the case of taskDebugging. Itis hard to imagine a more difficult situation
oriented architectures, it is often impossible to devote such an
for debugging than a dedicated and tailored multiprocessor
efforttothedevelopment
of tools. Whatis needed is an
architecture.Suchasystemwouldrequiresimultaneous
approach that will make it unnecessary t o develop allthese
debugging of hardware and software on different machines
using different languages.
tools from scratch.

busy. An interesting characteristic of this algorithm partition
is that it can be executed, without anychange in the software,
on a variable number of processors; and it is independent of
the size of the network, which is useful for both task independence and performance evaluation.
The implementation of the Harpy search requires
18 DSM
operations that use about 500 words of nonoptimized microcode.Fig. 5 showstheimplementation of one of themore
complex of such operations, Le., the node expansion operation. This is the first operation to be executed by a processor
each time it starts
processing a node pair. Retrieving a node
pair anditsassociatedinformation
is a logicallyindivisible
operation that requires many physical accesses to global memory. Since the
DSM creates the necessary information in its
local memory to assign the pair to the processor, an indivisible
operation such as this can be performed
by a processor as a
sequence of
DSM
accesses withoutconstrainingtheother
processors’ accesses in any way. In other words, the DSM can
manage any interleaving of requests from different processors
without having to “lock” the network. Fig.
5 alsodescribes
the data usedinthis
operation and where they are allocated
(the largeshared memory or the internal
1K by16-bit DSM
memory). Timing is inmicrocycles,whereeachmicrocycle
takes150or
200 ns,depending on the kind of instruction
executed.
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Development of theapplicationprograms.
Itshould
be
possible to write and test the application
program separately
from all or part of the nearly developed hardware.

B. A Programming Environment for Task-Oriented Systems
Time-sharing systems usually offer a great variety of useful
tools. Although such tools are not directly
usable (since they
are tailored to the particular machines they are implemented
on), it is possible to exploit the existence of thesetools by
adapting them to the needs of the task-oriented system under
construction. In thepast,general-purposehosts
havebeen
used forsoftware
d e ~ e l o p m e n t . ~In most cases, however,
theyareonly
used forcodeproductionand
low-level hardwaredebugging.
Afterthecode
is produced,andtheend
product transfered to the target system, the user is faced with
a very poor environment in which t o deal with hardware and
softwareerrors.Startingtheexecutionandcontrollingthe
behavior of theprogram can only be performedwithinthe
target machine without assistance from the host.
Even if it were possible to build a sophisticated programming
environment on the target system, the fact that some hardware
components have to be built would prevent the debugging of
software on the target system until later stages. This, in turn,
would make hardware debugging more difficult because of the
lack of proper software support. Software
debugging is also
moredifficultbecause
of the lack of reliablehardwareon
which to perform the test. This is a well-known problem for
all systems. For example, in
large mainframes, the savings of
being able to start software testing early in the developmentof
a new system is large enough to offset the expense of developing completeemulators, e.g.,see theYorktownSimulation
Engine [SI. Althoughatailoredsystem
is notreplicated so
manytimes
to offsettheexpense
of building acomplete
emulator, the problem cannot be ignored. One solution is to
build functional emulators in software on the host for components that are novel and interface them with standard components (e.g.,off-the-shelf microprocessors) toformahybrid
hardware-software system capable of running the application
program. Inthisway,thecompletesystem
canbe made to
work (albeit with degraded performance) much earlier without
waiting for all the hardware components to be ready. When
hardware components become available, therespectivefunction can be migrated from the host to the target system without altering the other parts of the system.
The requirements on the programming environment
change
duringthedevelopment
of thetargetsystem.Notonlyare
different functions needed for different phases of the development, but also the different system components may be visible
at different levels of abstraction. For example, in the phase of
bootstrapping, a system designer might find it convenient to
view the system as a collection of memory locations and registers. In a later phase, it might
be more useful to look at the
system as acollection of processes thatexchange messages.
Moreover, the most convenient level of abstraction might not
always be the same across the target system. For example, one
mightbe interested in having some processorsvisible at the
application languagelevelwhile
thecontrol of adifferent
processor might be at the microcodelevel.
C. The Harpy Machine Programming Environment
The approach taken for the Harpy machinewas 1 ) to use the
host on-line, i.e., to couple it tightly with the target system, 2 )

’These systems are often called “development systems.”

to build a consistent programming environment with a
welldefined interface, and 3) to implement new and adapt existing
tools so that they make use of thisinterface. In the Harpy
Machine Project we tried to make the host the center of control for each stage of software development so as to initiate
and supervise all activities of the target machine entirely from
thehost.
In fact,there was no provision tocommunicate
with the target system other than through the host (no terminal connectionandnomagnetictapefacility).The
UNIX
system onaPDP-11/40
was chosen as thehost because it
provides acomfortableworkingenvironmentand
allows for
connectingsystemswithout major systemmodifications.To
achieveconsistencyandflexibilityinsoftwaredevelopment
support, we decided to provide an entire programming environmentratherthanacollection
of separatesupporttools.
By
using the support system kernel
as a common interface, it is
easier to adapt existing support tools and to make new tools
portabletoothersystems.Theprogrammingenvironment
kernelconsists
of threesubparts:ahardwareinterface,a
message system, and a primitive commandlanguage.
The hardware interface allows the host to access the target
system.Theanticipatedarchitecture
of theHarpymachine
did not provide an easy way to connect its components to the
host.Furthermore,thecommunicationlinks
availablewere
designed to give the individual LSI-11 processors access to the
DSM, but not between the
processors.In Fig. 3, the dashed
lines indicatetheinterconnectionlinksthat
were addedfor
system development. These links are
of twodifferenttypes.
Thelinksconnecting
the LSI-11processorsaresimpleserial
lines while the link to the DSM is a special parallel port (called
hooks). The LSI-11 requires only global control while specialized hardware like the DSM requires fine-grained control.
As Fig. 3 shows, the communication for system operation
(application program access) is separate from
the communication used bytheprogrammingenvironment.Themethod
of
having a connection schemesolely for system development has
severalbenefits.Thecommunicationsystem
can besimple
because it does not have t o include complex communication
protocols of the application. As a consequence, the communicationsystemcanbebroughtupratherquicklyandcanbe
used in early phases of the system development process. Programming environment functions can be active during normal
operations(e.g.,toolsformonitoringsystembehavior).
At
anytimedesired,thehost
canaccess thesystemoperation
without interfering with the application.
The message system reflects the simplicity of the hardware
connection scheme. Messages flow only from the host to the
targetsystemprocessorandviceversa,notbetweenLSI-11
processors (except for the one LSI-11 processor that, with regard to the programming environment, merely serves as a concentrator and distributor for the
message streams). Messages
are typedand of arbitrarylength(limitedonlybyinternal
buffersizes).Reliability
of communication isachievedby
attachingand verifying achecksumwitheachtransmission.
The message flow is regulated by a “quota” technique.
Each
sender maintains a quota that is initialized to the buffer spaces
involvedin thetransmission.The
receiver sendsa message
back which incrementsthequota.To
avoid blockingthe
message system, messages that contain quota information are
treated differently than regular messages. Similarly, there is a
special mechanism for transmitting exceptional messages (e.g.,
transmissionerror,
special interruptconditions,traps,and
process stop).
The command language on top of the message system implements access mechanisms of various degrees of sophistication.
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There are basic mechanisms to access all relevant components
of the target system (e.g., read and write memory locations
andregisters,manipulation of the DSM hooks). In additon,
therearemorecomplexfunctionsthat
have somebuilt-in
knowledge of the system structure(e.g., loading and initializing
individual processors and the whole system) and of the runtime environment (e.g., starting, stopping, and proceeding aClanguage process by proper handling of the run-time stack and
of the internal machine state.
Thesupporttoolsmadeextensive
use of programming
environmentkernel.Existingtools
(e.g., the UNIX“sdb”
debugger) could be easily converted to this common interface,
and new tools were written as an extension of the command
language(e.g., the DSM microcodedebugger).
All thetools
accessed the target system through the programming environment kernel. The following is a list of the key features of the
Harpy machine programming environment:
Compilerandlinker/loader:
The PDP-11UNIXC-compiler
was used. The C-librarysuppliedall
functionsthat did not
requirespecial supportthroughtheUNIXrun-timesystem.
Except for the small run-time environment written in LSI-11
assembly code(for accessingregisters andstartinginterrupt
handlers) theentiresoftwarefortheHarpymachine
was
written in C. An “absolute location” linkerfloader that could
relocate object files to absolute locations in the LSI-11 memory was written.
Simulator: A simulator of the complete system was developed on the host.
Since no simulation facility was available,
the simulator was implemented as a collection ofUNJX processes. Different components were simulated at differentlevels.
Forexample,thesearch
processorswere simulated at the C
language level while the DSM was simulated at the “user functi.on”level. The communication between modules was simulated in detail. The simulator could execute the same tasks
as
the target system. Different components could be
moved out
of the simulator and out
of the host into the target system
simply by changing the interface between modules. The simulator is described in [ 1 1.
Microassembler: The microassembler was “borrowed” from
a previous project, and modified to include the
special features
of the DSM.
Systemloaderlmessagesystemlcontolsupport:
This software was initially built on the host, with some additional code
inside the LSI-11 and the DSM. As the hardware and software
of the machine improved, many of the software support functions were moved to the target system
Debuggerldiagnostics: The C language
debugger
was obtained by modifying the UNIX “sdb” debugger and interfacing
it to the target system by means of the message system/control
software. The DSM debugger took more effort because it had
to be designed and implemented from scratch. The programming environment also made it possible to switch between the
two debuggers without altering the state of the target system,
thereby obtaining a “variable level” of abstraction in the system. The programming environment could automatically control the execution of diagnostics on the target system and also
facilitated the collectionof reliability data.

both the needed programming environment and close
a
control
over the debugging and execution of the application program.

D.Summary
Unlikegeneral-purposesystemswhereeachnew
design is
expectedtocomewithitsowncomplement
of operating
systems,compilers,editors,andothersystemutilities,it
is
not necessary for a custom architecture t o have a full complement of softwarerunningonthetargetsystem.A
closely
coupledhostthat
hasall thesupportfacilities
can provide

B. A Measurement Tool for Task-Oriented Systems
Since a measurement tool is a rather large subsystem, it is
usuallyimpractical
to build anad-hoctoolforeachtaskorientedsystemthatoneimplements.
On theotherhand,
each system might have completely different requirements. It
is convenient to be able to distinguish between the operation
of detecting events that happen in the system and the compu-

VI.

PERFORMANCE

EVALUATION

Measuring theperformance
of task-orientedsystems
to
evaluate the effectiveness of the architecture and of the implementation requires the measurement
of a numberof parameters
of different components of the machine, e.g., the execution
time of a software module, the utilization of a hardware functional unit, or the traffic on a communication link.

A . Measuring Task-Oriented Systems: What is Different?
One of the most common problems with performance evaluation of general-purposearchitecturesis
the lack o f proper
tools. Fewprojectshaveachieved
the goal of designing and
implementing
the
necessary performance
evaluation
tools
togetherwiththesystemitself.
One reasonforthis is that
many of themeasurements necessary inageneral-purpose
systemenvironmentrequiretoolspowerfulenough
to deal
withparameters whose importance is notknownwhenthe
toolsare designed.Thisisespecially
true for software tools
that must deal with user programs. On the other hand, in taskorientedarchitecturestheimportantparametersare
usually
well defined from the beginning.
Another problem for general-purpose measurement tools
is
that general-purpose systemsure often shared:the multiprocess
and multiuser environments of general-purpose systems require
the capability to access information that is usually hidden at
low levelsin the system while at the same time maintaining
the necessary protection and security qualities of the environment. Since a task-oriented system is usually acollection of
process cooperating to solve the same problem, securityis not
an issue and protection can be, in part, trusted to the application software.
The interferencebetweenthemeasurementtoolandthe
system being measured is another major problem. Fortunately,
when measuring computer systems, interference can often be
evaluated and factored out of the results. For example, some
measurement tools like SMT [ 8 ] explicitly compute the overhead of calling andexecutingameasurementroutineand
subtract it from the time returned by the real-time clock.
Although this technique is sufficiently accurate when measuring
the behavior of a program for its own sake, the perturbation
caused by the measurement software can substantially change
the behavior ofa parallel computer whose architecture has
been optimizedonthe
basis of aparticularbehavior
of the
processors. Forexample,intheHarpymachine,addinga
procedure call in the search processors
increases the time of
execution, thereby changing the frequency of requests to the
DSM which, in turn, drastically alters the performance
of the
entire system.
Finally, the quantity of measurement data can raise a number of problems. During measurement of a program in a timeshared system, data can be sorted and analyzed on the same
system that is being measured. Special-purpose systems present
real problems since measurement data
have to be transferred
to a host on special communication paths.
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tation necessary to extract the information from a
sequence
o f events. Let us examinesome of therequirementsfora
measurement tool that can count and time events.
What is an event? Events are changes of state in the machine
that mark a salient change in what the machine or part of it is
doing. For example, if there is a communication link between
twocomponents overwhichmessages
aretransmitted,each
message might be an interesting event. Another possible event
could be a procedure call in a processor
or accessing a given
area of memory. It is possible to collect events by means of
simple hardware, like a comparator ora gate; but sometimes it
can be convenient to use a combination of hardware and software, e.g., an instruction that sets a bit in a
register that is
accessible fromtheoutside.
If events arequalifiedwitha
known timing source, e.g., sampled by a clock and stamped
withtheirtime
of occurrence,they can be used toextract
information relative to the number of occurrences of events
and to the time between events.
Becauseeventsarespecific
to a given system, they have to be acquired more or less in
an ad-hocfashionandembeddedinthestructure
of the
system.
Fig. 6 presentsthestructure
of aperformanceevaluation
machinesuitablefortask-orientedsystems.Itconsists
of a
systemdependent “event acquisition” module, a sampling and
timestampingclock,andanevent
processing machine.The
event processing machine consists logically of a collection of
submodules, each dedicated to a different measurement
(e.g.,
count the number of events of type A occuring between events
B and C). All these modules are connectedto the host machine
to collectmeasurementdata.Theevent
processing machine
cannot be a general-purpose processor because, although the
logical operationsit has to perform whenevents amve are
simple (e.g., increment a counter), many of these events may
have to be measured every, say, 50 ns, which would be too fast
for most conventional microprocessors. It is, however, possible
to design simple structures that can deal efficiently with many
events happeningin parallel. For example, we designed (but
did not implement) a pipelined architecture that
can measure
a number of properties on a stream of events and at the same
time check that events follow each other in a way that is consistent with the correct behavior of the system. In this structure, events are clocked in parallel into a pipe of equal cells
and the clock frequency is the same as the sampling frequency;
therefore, cells are able to keep track of event times relativeto
each other by counting the number of pipeline clocks between
them. Cells can be programmed to perform functions such as
recognizing two different events and accumulating the elasped
time between them. The same structure
can also be used for
the debugging of VLSI chips. and a realistic implementation
of such a machine on a single VLSI chip is discussed by Bisiani
eta2. [ 3 ] .

c.

Measuring the Performance of the Harpy Machine

In the Harpy machine case study, we could not afford the
time to completely build the performance evaluation tool that
we havedescribed. We onlyimplementedthehardwareand
software necessary to recognizeevents.
For example, in the
Harpy machine the port behavior was one of the most important variables to measure. Hence, special hardware was provided
in the port itself. Analogously, the software was designed such
that it would be easy to measure the time spent in different
parts of the code.
The sequence of events was then used as input to an ad-hoc
collection of countersmanuallysetup
to perform various
measurements. As a result, we had to run the complete test
set through the machine many times to compute all the information we were interested in. We had to repeat measurements
occassionally because the equipment was not set up correctly
and spent a considerable amount of time in the whole process.
Although building a performance evaluation machine like the
one describedin the previous subsectionwould have taken
more time, itsuse in at least one more system wouldhave made
the extra time spent worthwhile.
The rest of this sectiondescribes the measurements performed
on the case study. The amount of computation required for
a recognition varies widely depending on the task used. When
measuring theperformance of theHarpymachine, we used
two tasks: a 1000-word “Artificial Intelligence Retrieval” task
(AIXOS) and a 40-word “Desk Calculator” task (DESCAL). A
typical sentence of AIXOS would be: “When was the last paper
by Holland published?”; a typical sentenceof DESCAL would
be:“What
is sevennine
timesepsilon?”Theperformance
evaluationwasdone using prerecorded utterances. Since the
sametasksandutteranceshad
beenused to evaluateother
implementations of Harpy, they could be
used for a comparison.
One of the five processors received the data from the previous
stages of the pipe (which were computedonthehost)and
sent them to the other four processors through the DSM. The
same processor collected the resulting data and sent it to the
host to be displayed on a terminal.
The events used were:
checkpoints in the software were collected by means of an
instructioninsertedinthe
LSI-11code.This
instruction
would set a bit in a register that was accessible from outside the machine (eight different events of this kind were
used);
the states of the processors’ ports, i.e., running, waiting to
beserviced
by the datastructuremachine,and
being
serviced by the data structure machine. The events
were
collected by “tapping”. the appropriate signals in the port
(fifteen events of this kind were used, three for eachof the
five processors);
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uses 16 PDP-l1/40’s, each ofwhichis
roughlythreetimes
faster than an LSI-I 1).
When running, DESCAL, the Harpy
machine is less efficient:It barelyequals C.mmpspeedand
neverreachestheperformance
of the DECSYSTEM 1080.
The main difference between
AIXOS and DESCAL, as far as
computational needs, is that DESCAL expands few nodes for
each search step. Thus the amount
of time it takes to set up
asearchstepbecomescomparable
tothetimeit
takes to
process it. Since the DECSYSTEM 1080 isequallyefficient
in both computations and is much faster (as far as technology
is concerned)thantheLSI-11,
it performsbetter.
On the
otherhand,theHarpymachine
is optimizedfor processing
the search step on the assumption that in most cases this will
takemorethan
90 percent of thecomputation.
When the
search step is small, the architecture is no longer tuned to the
task, and the performance drops.
More detailed performance
data are discussed by Bisiani in [ 21.

0
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4
wdpocsron
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Fig. 7. Speed of theHarpymachine
for the1000-wordartificial
telligence retrieval task.

D. Summary
A suitable performance evaluation tool is necessary to tune
task-orientedarchitectures.
By distinguishing between event
processing and event collection it
is possible t o implement a
tool that can be used for the measurement of many different
task-oriented architectures.
It appears that, for the class of algorithms considered, efficientlydividing
thealgorithminto
small steps leads toan
increase in performance. However, there is a tradeoff between
the improvement obtained by increasing the frequency of interaction and the performance loss due to the overhead generated
by each interaction. Since the Harpy machine architecture has
been designed to minimize interaction overhead for a certain
class of algorithms,it can takeadvantage of arestructuring
that divides the algorithms into small computational steps. It
is particularly interesting to notice how the performance drops
when the system is used with data (DESCAL) that have not
beenusedin
thealgorithm behavioranalysis.Thisclearly
shows how important it is to discover the main characteristics
of the algorithm and todesign the architecture accordingly.
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ot pocgon

Fig. 8. Speed of the Harpy machine for the 40-word deskcalculator
task.

checkpoints in the data structure machine microcode; a bit
inthemicrocodeinstruction
was reserved to generate
events under microprogram control (one event of this kind
used).
The events generated by the software wereused to measure
the execution time (e.g., the data in Fig. 7) and the impactof
different software modules within the processors. The “port”
events were used to evaluate the utilization of the processors
and of the DSM. The microcode-generated event was used to
measure the performance of alternative microprograms in the
DSM.
Thespeed
of theHarpymachine
is presentedin Figs.7
(AIXOS) and 8 (DESCAL) as the ratio between the recognition
time and the length of the utterance (e.g., 1 means real-time
recognition).TheHarpymachine
is fasterthanany
of the
previously implemented systems when running AIXOS. Moreover, the system reaches real-time recognition with four processors and, when two processors are utilized, it is faster than
a DECSYSTEM 1080. Note that even with one single processor
the system is twice as fast as a single processor C.mmp (C.mmp

VII. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we have discussed a number of issues of importance to a designer of task-orientedsystems.Theseinclude:
algorithm analysis and restructuring, architecture design, hardware development,softwaredevelopment,andperformance
evaluation.Themaincontribution
of thisresearchis
the
formulation of a technique for custom architecture development based on an integrated view of hardware, software, and
system requirements of the application.
In the case we have
examined,theproblem
of hardware design and engineering
tends to be just one part of the problem. Other aspects of the
problem of equal importance are algorithm analysis, algorithmto-architecturemapping,operatingsystem,
debugging, and
performance analysis.
These
have
received
relatively
little
attention in the past.
This paper presents a number of concepts for the design and
development of task-oriented architectures:
The concept of Semiautomatic analysis of algorithms independently of implementation and architecture.
The concept of a hybrid
parallel-pipeline architecture with
intelligent global memories.
The concept of interchangeable hardware/software modules
andgradualmigration
of software .modules (runningina
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general-purpose machine) to hardware modules (running in
the target machine).
The concept of a closely coupled host that is not only used
for software development but
also for control, debugging,
and measurement of the target system.
Theconcept of aperformance analysis enginecapable of
contemporaneously measuring manyevents that belong to
different abstractionlevels.
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